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Adviser for Forging Design EXpert
What is AFDEX ?
Computer Aided Engineering Software for Industrial Forging Processes.
Significant time and cost advantages.
Providing insight into the forging process before expensive tooling and process decision are made.

Features

Pre-processor
Post-processor
Exclusive Forging Solver
Material Data-base

Accuracy
From over 300 examples, which include not only simple upsetting
-processes but also complex multi-stage forging processes found
from the hot, warm and cold forging industries, accuracy and
applicability have been verified.

The tendancy toward various-item
Global
Machining
& small-lot
production
is arising in
the manufacturing field.
Meanwhile, the number of highly skilled
engineer is decreasing. In the global
Local
Machining
market,
the major
factor for
competitive power is the reduction
of lead-time and cost. Reflecting
these condition, an intelligent
forging
simulatorMachining
that improves the
Clean-up
process design has been developed.

Before Apply AFDEX

After Apply AFDEX

Easy to Use
The wizard system method of AFDEX and various examples help you
analyze the forging process with ease.

AFDEX Pre-processor
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Process Design Evaluation
You can see whether material files the die entirely or not. Also you can detect defects
such as crack, buckle, folding and so on.

Folding detection

Coupled Analysis

Internal defects detection

Various simulation Results

AFDEX shows following various results ; Deformedshape, Nodal-velocity, Strain, Strain-rate, Stress,
metal-flow line, Interfacial stress, Damage, Wear,
temperature-distribution, Volume change, load,etc.

2-stages hot forging process(temperature distributon)

Automatic Analysis of
multi-Process

The Multi-stage forging precesses can be simulated
automatically without any user interference.

5-stages process of a ball-stud
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Metal-Flow

Effective-Strain

Damage

The graph of Load vs. Time

AFDEX Post-processor

AFDEX post-processor offer to various abilities to display the simulation results and give you
valuable design information with the results.
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